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Safari Yangu has partnered up
with local street vendors in a new
initiative called – Harlem Artisan
Market. This partnership first
started in December 2018 as a
pop-up indoor market on 105
West 125th street in Harlem, NY.
As Safari Yangu gets more
involved the local Harlem
community, we quickly realized
that we can’t limit our mission to
only just telling immigrants stories.
We had to start being a part of the
many opportunities to increase
immigrant visibility and community
ties. After engaging with the local

Photos from the Harlem Artisan Market in December 2018

immigrant population in Harlem, we soon noticed that we interacted the most with
street vendors – many of whom used to be storefront owners who lost their stores
due to rapid gentrification happening in Harlem. Our interest in working with street
vendors in Harlem was also inspired by the large number of immigrants in the
community who are street vendors with untapped potential and skills; vendors who
sell a variety of products such as handcrafted baskets, mud cloth, sculptures,
jewelry, paintings and beadwork.Despite their valuable skills, talents and knowledge,
systemic and institutional barriers continue to block these vendors from their full
potential. Noticing the challenges immigrants and street vendors face, we at Safari
Yangu, have collaborated with numerous vendors in order to form a working group
to help mitigate some challenges like lack of funding and visibility. In recent years,
statistics have shown that vendors have been one of the most victimized groups by
New York’s aggressive “quality of life” crackdown. They have been denied access to
vending licenses and powerful business groups have closed the streets to them. In
addition, they are victims of excessive ticketing for minor violations, like vending too
close to a crosswalk, which is a violation that big business should also incur but
scarcely do. The New York property landscape, especially commercial spaces, is
paved with obstacles. Even though there is an abundance of vacant stores and
many local businesses are looking to fill the spaces, most landlords prefer
corporate tenants. Safari Yangu began engaging with various property owners and
renting agents especially on 125th street to allow the venders use one of the
vacant stores. It was not easy but we never gave up. It took many agonizing
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On the first day of December 2018, vendors began moving in and setting up their booths. Within
weeks after opening, many small business people visited in search of a space, having lost their
stores of several years to corporate companies like Whole Foods and Marshalls. The market has
quickly captured the heart of the community. It is not only a selling space but also a community
center that hosts trainings, meetings, and various events.The following are testimonies from a few
of the vendors.
Bah, a 65-year-old father of five, started as
a tour guide at the age of 13, in his native
country Mali. He is now the world’s largest
collector of African cup art pieces. Despite
his lack of Western style education, he has
taught many graduate students in different
parts of the world. He said, “This market
gives us the opportunity and a platform to
correct some of the misinformation about
our art, education and our culture”. His art
pieces have been exhibited in many
museums and colleges however he has
only ever been paid a pittance and his
name has never been recognized in the
provenance.
Photos from theHarlem Artisan Market in December 2018

Djinaba, who is one of the founding
managers of the market, has been the
main link between Safari Yangu and the
street vendors. She is well known iin
Harlem and at Columbia University
Broadway Street Market for her unique
designs of jewelry and antique clothing.
She said, “Our family arrived in Harlem
from Guinea in 1999 and none of us could
speak even a word of English but it didn’t
take long before people noticed our skills in
jewelry and dress making.” Most of her
clients do not realize that she is a trained
accountant from Baruch College. Similar
stories are repeated many times among
the African immigrants.
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Bola, originally from Nigeria, is a 64-year-old clothes designer who recently lost her store space of
28 years on 5th Avenue in Harlem. She said she is excited to be at this market: “I learned
dressmaking from my father and that is what I have been doing since I came with my husband to
this country in 1977.” Even though she later went to the Fashion Institute of Technology for
technical training in New York, she explained that most of her skills were acquired as a young girl in
the village. The market has now operated for one year and many lives have been positively
impacted, however each month is a struggle in keeping the space. We do not have a long-term
lease; hence we can lose the space anytime. If you would like to support this project, please
contact us for more information or donate directly on this website.

Photos from the December 2018 Harlem Artisan
Market.

Recognition for this project goes to:
Community Impact Award by the office of State Senator Brian
Benjamin, 2019
2Presented at the UN, sharing the story of this project

African masks are revered gravely and have a very rich history that may not
be well known. Their history originates to the paleolithic, early stone age,
time period and spans to present time. Throughout history, select people
are chosen to wear a mask from each tribe respectively. While most of the
time men or elders in a tribe are selected to wear the mask, it is a symbol of
honor for whoever it is bestowed upon. Masks have been used in African
rituals for a long time and represent the spirits of animals, ancestors and
mythological heroes. They also represent moral values or a form of honoring
of a person in a symbolic way. When the Gods demand that you wear masks
and take the form of the spiritual world, you just cannot refuse. The mask is
sacred, unlike the makeshift face coverings used by many Americans
especially during this COVID-19 pandemic, an African masks’ material is just
as important as the people who get to wear it. Since I arrived in America
several years ago, wearing a mask during this COVID-19 pandemic has been
the greatest cultural shock to me. As an African from Kenya, I do not belong
to a family or tribe that wears masks. According to tradition, a mask is worn
when a person wants to communicate with an African God because without
a mask, it is said that an African god cannot be seen with naked eyes lest you
turn blind. African masks are considered one of the greatest works of African
art and have greatly influenced Western and European masks as well.
African mask are not manufactured or created in bulk for wholesale, like
other items. African masks making and designs also require great skill and
knowledge of the artist as relates to spiritual matter. They are consecrated
and take years to design. Because of this, the spiritual lessons held by masks
are often passed down from father to son
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CULTURE SHOCK: AFRICAN MASKS AND
SPIRITUAL IMPLICATIONS

Several African mask worn by selected individuals for rituals and spritiual happenings

BY OMWA OMBARA

Facebook o rtailoring school. The ritual maskis not a fashion statement to
mix and match with an outfit; it conveys a very serious message. African
masks are often designed with human and animal characteristics or a
mixture of both. They are decorated with things like animal hair, feathers,
straws, horns, teeth and seashells. They are carved out of wood, metals
(bronze and copper), fabric, stone and some other materials. On a given
occasion, an oracle may send a message to an individual to communicate an
important message to the community. Thatindividual will become possessed
and will speak in different languages. They will wear their mask and perform
the spiritual task. A mask is usually worn at a ritual or ceremony by a dancer
or a participant in the process but not by a spectator. The mask also cannot
be worn to do remedial task or just casually throughout the day. The
Egugwu spirits, African elders who wear masks to represent different
ancestral Gods, may wear masks and meet at the marketplace and cause
destruction as portrayed in Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe. The masks
tends to represent spirits or beings important to the ritual in which the mask
is being used. The wearer of the mask normally communicates to the being
symbolized by it or possessed by who or what the mask represents. In most
African cultures, a person who wears a ritual mask conceptually loses his or
her human life or form and turns into the spirit that represents the masks
itself. Unlike with COVID-19 masks, where you just remain the same person.
Masks rituals are accompanied by drums, dance and song. The common
colors for masks in Africa are red, black, orange and brown. Masks are not
homogenous throughout the African continent. Funeral masks, mostly used
by the Bete and Yoruba people, have the main purpose of keeping sorcerers
at bay and are really feared by the community. The Yoruba people believe
that masks embody the spirit of deceased ones and so feel that a person
wearing such a mask could speak to the souls of the dead. The Guro Masks
belong to the natives of Ivory Coast. They believe that the Mask represents
the spirits of ‘Gu’ the wife of a supernatural identity. The Ngil Mask are
considered important in Ghana’s History. The Fang tribe used to dawn them
to initiate new members into the male secret society. Along with initiation,
the persecution of wrongdoers was also carried out during such
ceremonies.
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are artists are held in
"WEARING A MASK DURING These
very high regard in society and
a special status.
THIS COVID-19 PANDEMIC given
A ritual mask is not disposable
trash day or sold at corner
HAS BEEN THE GREATEST for
stores for a couple dollars.
can you learn how to
CULTURAL SHOCK TO ME. Nor
make it from YouTube,

Image of an African mask as depicted in this story.
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Additional Sources Wikipedia, Answers from Africa.
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TThe Punu Mask on the other hand is associated with the Gabon
people, it is painted white and is thought to represent the spirit of the
ancestors. The Gabon people wore it during celebrations and festivals. The
Cameroon Masks are carved from a single piece of wood. It symbolizes
plenty and privilege and is depicted with an open mouth and full cheeks of
the masks. It can be compared to the N95 Mask that is worn only by doctors,
nurses and other caregivers. The shapes of African Masks are a major part
of the design and may be elongated, rectangular, oval, circular, heart shaped
or even a combination of various shapes. Facemasks are also used in Africa
to secure the face and may include strings, bands or scarves and helmets
which are mostly popular with riot police. While for some people, wearing
masks is a normal thing during this coronavirus as a means of prevention
and protection, there are many Africans who will struggle with just the
thought of wearing a mask and its spiritual implications.
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I LOST A GHANAIAN NEIGHBOUR AND A KENYAN
DID
NOT WAKE UP FROM HIS VENTILATOR
BY NICK OGUTU

Social Distance! The UN General Assembly cannot meet in this format anymore as The Big Apple takes a
big hit from the virus.

Sitting on my bed and looking through the window, hearing birds chirping, seeing
animals scuttle wildly across the streets, it is hard to imagine that New York, the city
that never sleeps, is so quiet. You may think you are on a vacation in one of the
Caribbean Islands until you switch on your TV and you are met with a very scary
picture on the screen representing the now infamous Covid-19 or as many prefer to
call it, coronavirus. But how did the richest city/country in the world get here and
how are the African immigrants coping with the situation? The warnings about the
virus in January and February of this year was not enough to change the behavior of
Americans because of the conflicting information from the government depending
on what you trust as a source of information. While the health experts warned of an
impending pandemic, politicians were still holding public events and shaking hands
with some even claiming that it’s like the annual flu, “It will disappear in April when
warm weather starts” This however changed when Senator Paul Ryan and
Hollywood actor Idris Elba tested positive to the virus and had to go on quarantine.
Then came a reality check: Flights from China to the US were cancelled, and later on
from Europe, schools and colleges closed, all non-essential businesses were
ordered shutdown, all political campaigns were suspended and Wall Street Bull Run
stopped. The mighty America is shut, and Americans are in shock! The historic fights
for toilet paper in the stores and supermarkets began in earnest, survival instincts
kicked in. Now I find myself confined in a place where time has been suspended.
Practically everything is closed apart from the hospitals, pharmacies; grocery stores
and surprisingly, liquor stores (please don’t ask me why). Every tiny sign of life has
disappeared. Public parks and halls are populated with temporary hospitals and
feeding centers. The streets are very empty; every New Yorker is at home unless
you want to pay a fine of $1,000 for not respecting the “Shelter in place” orders by
the Mayor and the Governor.As the virus continues to ravage the city, other
underlying issues come to the surface. There are clear disparities in coronavirus
infections, hospitalization and death rates. The black people are heavily impacted
more than other communities, sometimes as much as 70 percent of the deaths like
in Chicago and New Orleans. This stems from a history of discrimination spanning
hundreds of years. According to the New York City website, www1.nyc.gov, African
immigrants make about 4.2 per cent of the New York city population, the bulk of
which are West Africans.
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Most Africans from francophone countries are attracted to New York due to access
to resources like English language classes. The few Kenyans in New York either work
at the UN, Kenyan UN Mission or are students in different colleges here in the city. I
came to New York five years ago as a graduate student at Columbia University but
am now involved in Safari Yangu, an organization that advocates for black
immigrants in New York and Amnesty International, which is an international human
rights organization.Despite the small number of Africans in New York, our
community has been impacted heavily. Anecdotal count put the number of deaths
among African immigrants at more than 100. Five members of one mosque in
Harlem lost eleven members, while a church in the Bronx had nine of its members
dead within three weeks. Two Kenyans have died in New York and according to the
Embassy; Kenya has lost five of her citizens in the US. Personally, I lost my Ghanaian
next-door neighbour last month and a few days ago, a good friend of mine, a
Kenyan, did not wake up from his ventilator. His family needs all the support but it
hurts that I cannot visit his home and embrace his family and children. Our cultural
practices and beliefs, especially in respect to the dead, are on extreme test. I have
never been closer to my God, praying many times a day. Young, healthy, and
wealthy are dying alike. It’s a scary moment.There is no worrisome moment than
when I have to leave my apartment to meet some of my clients who need my help
on how they can access the different financial and material resources given by the
City, State and Federal government. They are either not tech savvy or they simply do
not understand the instructions on the website. Many of them worried and
scared.Stepping out onto the streets in the Bronx yesterday was like venturing into
the ruins of a war zone. You are armed to the teeth. Boots, trousers, shirt, jacket,
cap, gloves, and a mask. Walking stealthily along those quiet streets and then
catching a subway train heading downtown to Manhattan. The transit acrobats
playing loud music and panhandlers are unusually absent. At 125th street station In
Harlem, my destination, the guy who is usually at the station with a sign, “I need
money for weed” is nowhere, and the Egyptian man who normally sells food from
his truck is absent. Whole Foods Market is open but the line is almost 3 football
pitches long. It is extremely lonely as we stand 6 feet apart, deeply suspicious of
one another. We have all been advised by health experts to act as if we are already
infected. Salima Diawara and Hawatu Baa from Guinea had been waiting for me for
almost an hour outside our office. These are street vendors who only depended on
their daily sales to buy food, pay rent and other bills, so applying for any type of
available resources is an urgent matter. According to the New York African Business
Council, it's estimated, there are more than 1000 African street vendors in the city
selling different products from Africa like jewelry, masks, carvings and clothing.
Nothing motivates me to get out of the bed everyday like serving my fellow
immigrants. My team handles several phone calls each day from immigrants like
Salima, especially during this ongoing pandemic. Another quiet trip back home in
the Bronx is interrupted by noise from the concrete jungle of tall apartment
buildings of people hitting drums, windows, cooking pots (sufurias). It triggers
nostalgic memories of the belief surrounding “nyawawa” among the Luo of Nyanza,
when you have to beat different objects to scare away the water spirits from Lake
Victoria, in Kisumu. This daily ritual started in New York since the onset of the
pandemic to thank the health care workers who risk their lives to take care of those
infected by the virus.
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Health professionals and
other essential workers are
true heroes. Many frontline
workers share heart
wrenching stories of doctors
and nurses who had to work
with limited PPE and how
most of them got infected
and a few lost their lives while
serving their patients. Freda
Ocran, originally from Ghana,
who was Head of Jacobi
Medical Center Psychiatric
Unit died just a few days after
expressing her concerns
about challenges in testing of
her staff and patients at her
hospital.. It is impossible to
describe what the doctors are
going through. The lack of
intensive-care beds forces
them to make impossible
decisions: who can be helped
Founder Nick Ogutu at the Harlem Artisan Market in December 2018 and who is too old, or too
weak, to even try to save. This can really destroy your resistance as a human being. Dr.
Stephen Otieno Owuor, an interventional cardiologist based in Illinois,USA who has
also practiced in Kenya, is concerned about the chronic and severe shortage of ICU
beds and the major challenge of few experienced and trained personnel in the area of
critical care in Kenya. He explains, “With Covid-19, Kenya has an excellent opportunity
to begin addressing the profound inadequacies in the healthcare system”Kenya should
learn from the places that we hard hit like Italy and New York. We have learned that
this is not just another flu; it’s a terrible new virus that is challenging the entire planet.
And there’s no miracle recipe except for a profound respect for the advice of scientists,
the need for a sense of community and a health-care system able to detect the next
moves of the virus. WE WILL SURVIVE!

